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I

n recent years, immunotherapy with the aim of augmenting the
body's immune system to recognize and destroy tumor cells
has been widely investigated as a novel cancer therapy modality.
Immune responses can be naturally generated against cancer cells.
On the other hand, cancer cells can inhibit anticancer immune
responses. In the past decades, vaccination with tumor specific/
associated antigens and immunogenic vectors has been successfully used to increase antitumor immune responses. However, the
choice of target antigen is imperative in designing a cancer vaccine.
Tumor specific antigens (TSAs) are not expressed in normal cells. TSAs are suitable choices for cancer vaccines. Tumor
cells harbor mutations in genes controlling cell growth as well as
other genes. Mutations that prevent the repair of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) errors that arise as cell divide, this defect called mismatch repair deficiency which has the potential to create neoantigens. These mutations can be contributed to the expression of
neoantigens or TSAs. The immune system recognizes TSAs as
foreign antigens and immunization with such antigens can induce
potent antitumor immune responses. Identification of such TSAs
is fundamental for successful cancer immunotherapy. However,
identification of TSAs has been difficult, and even impossible, in
most cancers due to technical limitations. Recently, technological
advances in high-throughput DNA sequencing provided evidences
indicating that tumor cells are vastly different from normal cells
at the genetic level.1,2 These changes lead to expression of unique
antigens (neoantigens) in tumor cells. Neoantigens are newly recognized antigens by the immune system. Thus, the immune system
can distinguish tumor cells from normal cells and destroy them
by recognition of these neoantigens. As neoantigens are only expressed in the tumor cells, mechanisms involved in the induction
of immunological tolerance do not hamper antitumor efficacy of
neoantigen-based vaccines and such vaccines have lower risk of
generating autoimmunity. Development of next-generation DNA
sequencing (NGS) technologies facilitates the detection of muta-

tions in genes encoding cell surface neoantigens. The number of
genes encoding neoantigens in a tumor genome can also be measured by NGS.3 In addition, algorithms can be used to predict which
of the mutations would create neoantigens.3,4 NGS and neoantigen
prediction algorithms are beneficial to identify which neoantigens
will likely induce an immune response in cancer patients and help to
prepare novel vaccines producing T cell responses to neoantigens.
Recently, identification of neoantigen-reactive tumor
infiltrating lymphocytes has been reported from several types of
cancers.5 It is suggested that neoantigens have been responsible
for the clinical efficacy of dendritic cell-based vaccines and adoptive T cell immunotherapies observed in some cancer patients.
Noticeable tumor regressions and the onset of autoimmune melanocyte destruction have been reported in a significant proportion
(50-70%) of patients with metastatic melanoma receiving adoptive transfer of tumor-reactive T cells and high dose IL-2 therapy after a nonmyeloablative lymphodepleting regimen.6,7 Tumor
exome analysis revealed a neoantigen-specific T cell reactivity in
melanoma.8 High-throughput epitope discovery also revealed frequent recognition of neoantigens by CD4+ T cells in melanoma.9
Using screening approaches to identify the antigens recognized
by clinically effective tumor infiltrating lymphocytes in metastatic cancer patients, it has been found that tumor infiltrating lymphocytes isolated from metastatic cancer patients recognize mutated antigens derived from genes essential for carcinogenesis.10
In patients with colorectal, pancreatic, bile duct, and
lung cancer, vaccination with a neoantigen peptide, mutated Ras
peptide, in combination with IL-2 and/or GM-CSF resulted in induction of immune responses to mutant Ras peptides in 20/37
patients with overall survival of 16.9-months.11 Adoptive transfer
of TCR-transduced T cells specific for a mutation-derived neoantigen significantly suppressed the progression of glioma xenografts
in mice.12 Recently, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes were expanded
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from human resected ovarian cancer metastases. Autologous somatic mutations were identified with analyses by whole-exome and
transcriptome sequencing. All mutated neoepitopes were expressed
in antigen presenting cells and then cocultured with TIL fragment
cultures. Results showed that mutation-reactive T cells infiltrated
ovarian cancer metastases.13 Vaccination of patients with melanoma
with a personal neoantigen vaccine targeting 20 predicted personal
tumor neoantigens induced polyfunctional CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
which were able to target 60% and 16% of the 97 unique neoantigens used across patients, respectively. Four of six vaccinated patients had no recurrence at 25-months after vaccination. Two vaccinated patients showed recurrent disease. Subsequent treatment
of these two patients with anti-PD-1 therapy resulted in expansion
of neoantigen-specific T cells and complete tumor regression.14
Based on my experiences and available data, neoantigen-based vaccines represent a potential new class of cancer immunotherapy. These antigens are usually specific to the tumor of
individual patient and provide tumor specific targets for personalized cancer vaccines.
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